New THIRD EDITION
Completely Updated for 2002

- New Landscape Maps™ with improved landform detail
- Hundreds of classified back roads added
- New Metro Area Maps

The third edition California Road & Recreation Atlas features:
- 144 pages with 122 pages devoted to maps
- 72 pages of Landscape Maps™, created using the latest, most-detailed terrain data available.
- 14 pages of new Metro Area Maps with enlarged coverage of:
  - Los Angeles/Orange County/Inland Empire
  - San Francisco/Oakland/San Jose and the entire Bay Area
  - San Diego Metro Area
  - Sacramento/Sierra Foothills
- Complete and updated Recreation Guide with:
  - Recreation Maps showing complete statewide Public Land ownership and eight land-use categories
  - Categorized Recreation information (by interest)
  - Special section devoted to campgrounds and RV parks
  - Climate graphs and point-to-point mileages

The third edition California Road & Recreation Atlas is available now from leading map and book distributors.

Find a road less traveled with Benchmark State Atlases